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[BEGIN VIDEO] 

- - some. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, then we’ll make sure we get there then. - - 

Okay, well, we might as well - - 

SCOTT ADAIR: So formality wise, I need both of you to call, one to call the Audit 

Committee – 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Do we have to say it at the same time? 

SCOTT ADAIR: No - - 

MALE SPEAKER: I’ll let you fight over who’s going to go first. 

CHAIRMAN CARL: You go ahead, Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: We’ll call the Audit Committee to order and – 

CHAIRMAN CARL: The Finance Committee to order. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Thank you both very much for - - 

CHAIRMAN CARL: Next time, I get to go first - -  

SCOTT ADAIR: So thank you, Commissioners, for coming here today and pulling 

together a joint meeting between the Audit and Finance and Investment Committee. 

As you’re well aware of, we have our annual financial statement audit to present to you 

today along with some other ancillary products that come along with that audit that our 

auditors are here to present to you. 

But first and foremost, we’re going to review the financial statements that you have in 

front of you, with you, and then we’ll move over to the auditors and they’ll be able to walk 

us through what they did do during their audit, the audit opinion that they’ve expressed, 

and those other five products of the audit that they have. 
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MALE SPEAKER: That’s good, thank you. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Okay, so you can either look along in the financial statements or the 

PowerPoint handout that’s in front of you contains basically a summarized information of 

the financial statements. 

You’ve all had an opportunity to take a look at the detailed financial statements. 

The presentation this year is slightly different than it has been in years past. 

As you’ve noted, we’ve gone to a, I’ll call, it a more condensed version of our basic 

financial statements, where we present one column comparatives of the entire 

organization as a whole, so you see all of the entities rolled together in one column 

being presented both on the statement in that position, the statement of revenues, 

expenses and changes in that position and the statement of cash flows. 

In prior years, what you’ve seen is you’ve seen all of the entities across in a large chart 

where we’ve had the total column and then each of the individuals presented as well. 

What we’ve done is we’ve moved each of the individual companies to the back section 

of the financial statements in a combining schedule, and then provided additional 

disclosure in the footnotes regarding the smaller entities, or regarding all of the entities, 

at this point. 

Makes it a little bit easier for the reader to read, gets a big picture out there quicker of 

the overall organization’s financial statement, but also provides the commissioners from 

each of the counties and anyone else that’s interested in looking at our financial 

statements the same kind of level of detail in the back of the statements. 

The difference, the significant difference here is, from an auditor’s perspective, they are 

expressing an opinion on the whole financial statement, so on the first three schedules, 

and sort of what I will refer to, and I technically may have this term wrong, but sort of in 
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relation to opinion for the combining schedules that are in the back of the financial 

statements, so it just kinds of gives you flavor as to what’s in here. 

From a standpoint of this being the first time that we’ve prepared financial statements 

internally, it’s been an exercise, it’s been, I will say, challenging at times, but certainly a 

learning experience for all of us to kind of go through that process, and working with 

Bonadio has been a great help to make sure that we’ve coordinated appropriately. 

We do still have a couple of outstanding items that we’re ironing out, such as a rough 

letter at this point in time, but we should have those close up relatively soon, within the 

next day or two, and we’ll be asking for appropriate approval of the financial statements 

today. 

So diving into the financial statements, you’ll see right after the Management Discussion 

and Analysis, which is really the Reader’s Digest version of what’s gone on financially for 

the Authority this past year, we’ll give you some high level highlights [SOUNDS LIKE] if 

you go through and read that in detail. 

But flipping to the first schedule, you’re looking at the schedule of net position, and 

basically that’s our balance sheet, it shows our assets and our liabilities, and then 

ultimately our net position, our equity position in the overall Authority’s presence. 

KRISTIN CLARK: Did you get this one - - 

MALE SPEAKER: Which one? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Actually there’s a folder there, [PH] Mike, I think. 

MALE SPEAKER: Oh, the folder - - There we are. 

Okay. 

SCOTT ADAIR: So as you can see, our total assets have increased by approximately 

20% this past year up to $216.8 million from $182 million last year. 
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Predominant driver that we’ve been talking about all along this past fiscal year is our 

capital assets continue to increase, capital assets composed of, in this year the most 

significant piece of that being the Transit Center being down- the Downtown Transit 

Center. some of the campus improvements that you see going on here being capitalized, 

and ultimately the one big, I think, we kind of took it for granted but it just kind of sneaks 

up on you, at the end of the year we had approximately $30 million of new bus 

purchases this past year, between RTS and all the regionals, it’s been a significant 

investment in the infrastructure, not physical planned infrastructure but rolling stock 

infrastructure around here, so the number of buses were purchased late in 2012-13 that 

were not delivered until the 2013-14 fiscal year and so that continues to add to that 

number and then we’ve had an additional 19 buses purchased this year. 

Overall, our cash position is slightly down, as we’ve talked about in the Finance and 

Investment Committee meetings as well as the Audit Committee meetings. 

We’ve been using our own internal cash rather than borrowing money from the banks at 

this point in time to fund the Transit Center building, so ultimately you see a reduction in 

our overall cash position from last year to this year. 

As soon as we do any sort of long term borrowing regarding the infrastructure that we’ve 

invested in, in the downtown campus, or the Transit Center, you’ll see that cash balance 

come back up, but you’ll also see our liabilities grow at that point in time as well. 

On the liability side of thing, the good news from the current liabilities, they’re down 

almost $6 million from last year, predominantly associated with building. 

We had a number of large accounts payable for the Downtown Transit Center in last 

year’s financial statements and as we start to get closer and closer to actually opening 

the Transit Center, you start to see the financial outpouring sort of lessening each and 
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each month, and subsequently the accounts payable portion of that also gets a little bit 

slower as well. 

You’ll notice on the long term liability side of things continued to increase about four and 

a half million dollars over last year, this is all the kind of liabilities we’ve talked about 

many times in both the Finance and Investment Committee meeting and the Audit 

Committee, noting that this past year we set aside $4 million as part of our budget 

adoption, to reserve some additional funds for the payment of - - liability for - - fruition. 

Ultimately you see a small line here for deferred inflows of $100,000, that’s all dealing 

with the fuel swaps that we engage in each year. 

And then you’ll notice that our net position, as we talked about, our net assets or our net 

investment capitalized - - particular category continues to increase, based on the 

activities of those three items, being the Transit Center, this campus improvement 

project and ultimately the rolling stock that we’ve added this year. 

And part of that process, you go through a calculation to come up with what your 

unrestricted net position is and we’ve noticed a decrease in our unrestricted net position 

down to $9.1 million. 

Now that’s an accounting definition. 

In the next schedule, you’ll go through what we more commonly refer to as the available 

unrestricted net assets and you’ll see how that all factors in, and that’s what we talk a lot 

about when we’re talking about our comprehensive plan in our annual budgeting 

process. 

So if you move to the second slide on that page, on the second page, you’ll see that we 

start out with our net position, our unrestricted net position, at $9 million. 
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We add into that two items, basically, the [PH] OPEB liability, the $33 million, $34 million 

associated with that liability that’s on our balance sheet, and we also add back into that 

the unrestricted net position, or the net assets/equity of [PH] GTC - - this point, less than 

$100,000. 

We subtract out of that the investments that we have, both in government securities, the 

investments that we’ve made in self-insurance, capital reserve, OPEB [SOUNDS LIKE] 

paratransit, the balance sheet items that impact our overall available unrestricted net 

assets. 

Largest two swinging items here are capital reserve investment – as you’ll see, that’s a 

positive number this year and that’s because what we continue to do is use operating 

cash effectively to pay those bills before we go out and borrow, so earning such a low 

interest rate on our operating cash, we’re actually saving money rather than borrowing 

from the bank at this point, and effectively paying ourselves back. 

The OPEB reserve, again, as I mentioned earlier, that reserve has been increased by $4 

million this past year, that sits in our temporary investment account at this point, not part 

of our special portfolio that we talk so much about when we’re in Finance and 

Investment - - meetings. 

Ultimately we wind up at the end of this fiscal year with available unrestricted net assets 

of almost $25 million, $24.8 million. 

It’s part of the comprehensive plan, we had projected that number to be $24 million at 

the start of this fiscal year that we’re currently in, so a slight improvement from where we 

thought we would be, as we got ready to prepare our budget for 14-14, about $800,000 

improvement from available net assets perspective. 
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COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Scott, most of that’s decreased though in the fund 

balances from moving that four million into the OPEB? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Absolutely. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Yes, it’s absolutely taking that money from the regular cash, setting it 

aside for the OPEB liability, moves our available unrestricted net assets into downward 

projection. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: What’s the total amount we have set aside right now the 

OPEB? 

SCOTT ADAIR: I’m going to give you an approximate amount. 

It’s around $12 million for OPEB at this point in time, slightly north of $12 million. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: So we have 34 and – 

MALE SPEAKER: We got 12. 

SCOTT ADAIR: We got 12, and we’ve had this conversation previously, you know, until 

the state allows for some sort of a trust investment or trust pool to help offset some of 

the costs or the increasing costs regarding OPEB, we’re in a good spot from an overall 

agencies perspective, but certainly the dollars that you can set aside will only save you 

dollars into the future, as they’re needed for that particular liability. 

The luxury that you have as the Board of Commissioners here is that that reserve is 

what I will call a rather loose reserve and it allows you in the case of the need to use 

those dollars for operating cash, you could do that. 

It’s just part of a Board resolution by changing that reserve back into operating cash, so 

it’s not locked up the way it would be if we had the ability to have a trust fund for our 

OPEB liability, which we do have at this point in time. 
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MALE SPEAKER: Okay, good. 

MALE SPEAKER: Thank you. 

MALE SPEAKER: Okay. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Moving on to the next page, page 3, and what we’ll review here now is 

at a very high level the statement of revenues expenses and changes in net position. 

Overall, you’ll see from our perspective it’s been a good year in our change in net 

position, again, of approximately thirty-five and a half million dollars. 

Some of the things that are triggering that – we saw an increase in our total operating 

revenue, about 3.1% this past year, primarily due to customer fares, we’ve notice an 

increase there of about $400,000, which includes both on our monthly passes and our 

one day passes, and we’ve seen some slight increases in each of the other revenue 

categories regarding locally-generated dollars, which is something that we’ve talked a lot 

about over this past year during the Board meetings. 

On the operating expense side, we continue to see operating expenses grow, sort of 

customary to see things grow at approximately a 3% clip at this point in time. 

The thing that I’ll point out to you is that we saw a 3.5% increase on the salary and 

benefits side of things. 

That’s sort of what we had planned for, from the budgetary perspective. 

We had noticed, you know, through the contract settlement, we had noticed a significant 

– shouldn’t say significant – we have noticed an increase under our union agreements to 

provide increased wages to people. 

We have offset that by using a different – a health insurance benefit plan to help lower or 

control the costs of increase, as far as health insurance go. 
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If you look at the detail in the financial statements, you’ll see where salaries are up, 

benefit costs are slightly down from last year, so doing exactly what we thought it would 

do, and hope to continue that process as people, as the employees of the agency 

become more educated on the high deductible plans that we offer here, as far as 

savings tool for health insurance - - perspective. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: We actually saved about $300,000 on health insurance 

because of the move that we made. 

SCOTT ADAIR: That’s correct, yeah. 

It shows itself in the financial statements as you look at them, in the details section, but 

the health insurance premiums, or our cost, was down about $300,000 from last year, so 

the increase in people moving into that plan as well as the cost level of that has really 

been beneficial to the overall agency, and helped offset some of the raises that we 

provided in the union agreements in the previous year. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: So what was the differential between the savings in 

the health insurance and the increase in the wages on the contract, approximately? 

SCOTT ADAIR: I’m going to give you an approximate, and it’s probably in the 2-1/2% to 

3% range overall, which is sort of where we expected to be in the end of the day. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: So, how much is that? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Dollar-wise, I’m going to say in the neighborhood of six to eight hundred 

thousand dollars. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, and that’s with the medical insurance deducted 

out? 
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SCOTT ADAIR: With the medical insurance – that’s the salary increase with the medical 

insurance deducted out, so it’d be about $150,000 so we’re probably in that - - three-fifty 

to five-fifty range as far as what the additional cost - - . 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Additional cost. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: You brought down the cost of the raises. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Yeah. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Correct, yes. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: But didn’t wash it out. 

MALE SPEAKER: It wasn’t expected to - -. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Yeah, exactly. 

Sort of just exactly - - the budget - -. 

MALE SPEAKER: Very good. 

SCOTT ADAIR: On the non-personnel side, and that’s really what costs us – I’ll just 

paraphrase what it costs us to run the buses. 

You’ll see our operating departments have done a phenomenal job at controlling 

expenses on that side of the house, a small increase of approximately 1.4% last year 

over this year, and a lot of that, as we talked about at the Board meetings, is all the new 

fleet that we have in, you know, we’ve talked about the $30 million investment in rolling 

stock, you see lower costs as far as bus parts go, we’ve seen improved gas mileage on 

buses which considerably saves us money on the fuel side of things as well, so all those 

things we’re factoring together ultimately have helped us control the non-personnel side 

of cost increases. 

Ultimately you’ll see here in bold lettering the loss from operations, which in fact may 

concern some folks if we were really focused on the income or loss generated from 
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operations, but one of the things that it does not factor into it is our non-operating 

income, obviously, and the external operating assistance that we receive from both the 

state, federal, and local governments as far as matches go. 

You’ll see those two items, approximately $52-53 million, a slight increase over last year, 

primarily dealing in the external operating assistance; federal increases we saw there 

have helped provide us more preventive maintenance money this past year than in prior 

years, and that’s where we’ve seen the uptick in the external operating systems. 

And then ultimately we continue to watch our capital contributions grow, as everybody 

knows, with the additional infrastructure being rolling stock and the buildings that we 

have going on, that provides additional value from the state and federal government 

effectively, which has increased our capital contributions. 

After this fiscal year, we’ll start to probably see that number come down, so the capital 

contribution number will go down but our capital expense will also go down in the same 

sort of fashion, and be a defined balance type of thing. 

So ultimately you see here we had the $36 million change in net position, bringing our 

total net position up to $165 million, and again, just pointing out that the predominant 

majority of that net position is tied up in capital, whether that be rolling stock or building - 

- that is the - - of that particular - - balance sheet. 

Ultimately, this is sort of the test of all tests, this last schedule on this page. 

It kind of shows you from a financial statement back to what we report to the Board on a 

monthly basis, how we get from a $35 or $35.7 million change in net position to what we 

reported to you as far as the March financial statements go, to what is a slightly changed 

number from when we reported in March. 

I think in March we reported to you on a - - of positive net income of $37,000. 
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After we went through our continuing process of getting our financial statements pulled 

together, we noted a couple items that were included as prepaid expenses in that 

[SOUNDS LIKE] greens that were not prepaid expenses. 

We would up having to expense them. 

We lowered that last green down to a $10,000 positive at this point in time. 

So it’s still on the black side for Commissioner Jankowski, not as great as the $37,000 

that we had originally presented, but we did have some things that we found before we 

had the auditors come in that we wanted to make sure that we corrected before - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: And that’s okay with me. 

I mean, as long as the City’s positive, I mean, I didn’t say you need - - $2 million - - yeah. 

SCOTT ADAIR: The last couple of slides here, we have one of my most favorite 

schedules, our schedule of cash flow, and I will tell you, and I think [PH] John and [PH] 

Michelle - - public - - probably everybody sitting on this side of the table will tell you how 

much we love putting together cash flow statements. 

This statement here can provide the ability to pull your hair out for more than one time in 

your life, and it certainly did for our team this year on comparing this on our own for the 

first time. 

So what you see here is basically where our cash came from and what we used our 

cash for during this past fiscal year. 

You notice we noted a significant loss from operations, you see we provide a lot of cash 

to operations at this point in time. 

Our net cash flow from non-capital and financing, that’s those dollars that come in from 

the state and federal governments to help offset our capital costs. 
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That’s where the majority of our cash comes from, you see $51.1 million of cash being 

provided to the overall agency. 

You see a small $7 million in net cash flow from capital-related financing activities, and 

that’s predominantly the fact that we used our cash this past year to pay for the Transit 

Center bills rather than going out and borrowing it. 

At the point in time when we do long term borrowing, you’ll see that that dollar amount 

will come back up and ultimately our cash will grow at the end of the day as well. 

So you see here an approximately $3 million change in our cash in short term 

investments, or cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year. 

Again, these were dollars that we used as far as the dollars to pay for Transit Center 

expenses this past year, rather than borrow those funds at this point in time. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: Is there an opportunity here for us, if we can get the bills paid 

and still maintain positive cash balance, can we avoid having to go into debt? 

SCOTT ADAIR: There’s always that possibility. 

We’ve had some lengthy discussions at the Finance and Investment Committee meeting 

regarding this and I think that there is a consensus that we’ve decided that, based on the 

fact that we’re building a long-lifed asset, the reality of that is, is in our world, from a 

financing perspective, it makes some sense to borrow some money associated for it, 

and let that be paid for into the future, as it’s going to provide value into the future. 

MALE SPEAKER: I agree. 

SCOTT ADAIR: There’s a number of theories out there. 

I mean, some places - - like to see no debt on their balance sheet. 
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I do think at the end of the day we’re probably looking at a very small dollar amount as 

far as the borrowing goes, probably somewhere less than $6 million is what we’d be 

looking for, that we would pick up. 

In the conversations that we’ve had internally, that we’ve discussed with the Finance and 

Investment Committee, regarding some of the bank options that are available for such 

small dollar amount loans and those other things that we need to pursue and ultimately 

have something to bring to the Finance and Investment Committee later on this year, as 

well as what we’ve talked about - - as well. 

So, that’s kind of where that is. 

It’s sort of a juggling act. 

We’re kind of in a nice situation right now because interest earnings rates are so low, 

that it doesn’t make a whole lot of sense to have a lot of idle cash sitting around. 

We’re actually allowing us to work for ourselves. 

It also is sort of a good time to be borrowing long term because the rates are so low as 

well, so continue to try to juggle that balancing act, hopefully pull the trigger at the right 

time. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: Good, okay. 

SCOTT ADAIR: From a footnote disclosure standpoint in the financial statements you’ll 

note two additions this year from the prior year. 

We have a rather lengthy footnote at the back of the financial statements, footnote 

number 15, it provides the condensed balance sheet, P&L and statement of cash flow 

information for each of the component units, that was previously provided in the basic 

financial statements from the [SOUNDS LIKE] standard [SOUNDS LIKE] through 

schedules. 
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You’ll also note number 16, we had a subsequent event this year, as the Board’s all 

aware of, the Board of Supervisors in Ontario County has passed all the necessary 

resolutions to bring Ontario County service into RGRTA, and subsequently we felt it was 

always important for the reader of our financial statements, since this has happened 

before we issued the financial statements, that the readers should be aware that this 

transaction has taken place and that they would be incorporated into our financial 

statements effective August 1st and that they will be present as part of this presentation 

in next year’s overall financial statements. 

We had no footnote deletions this past year, which sort of added to a little bit of the bulk, 

but we took some of the bulk out by reducing the number of schedules that we actually 

had - -. 

With that, that’s kind of the overall review of the financial statements themselves. 

If there’s any questions from either committee, I’d be more than willing to take them at 

this point in time. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: Anyone have any questions? 

Okay, I think we’re all right for right now, and then we can probably do a catch-all at the 

end to see if anyone has anything else. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Yeah. 

So at this point in time, you’ve heard about the finances, our auditors are here from 

Bonadio to kind of tell you what they did and what they saw and how they’ve expressed 

an opinion at this point in time. 

MALE SPEAKER: Okay, great. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Kristen, I’ll turn it over to you. 

KRISTIN CLARK: Thank you 
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I’m Kristin Clark, the Partner - - from Bonadio. 

I think I know everybody, but just in case not. 

Jon Miller is here with me. 

Jon’s the Engagement Principal, and Michelle Pyzik is our Engagement Manager. 

So we’ve all spent a lot of time working on the audit this year. 

Scott mentioned that it was a little bit different this year in the fact that the financial 

statements were prepared internally for the first time, and I think he mentioned the word 

“challenge” and “learning experience” which I think is great. 

I mean, I guess I just want to say as an overall comment, that’s really the way it should 

be; I mean, these are your financial statements, we are auditing those financial 

statements. 

The way it works in 90% of organizations is the organization relies on the auditor to put 

the financial statements together, but really the way it should work is the way it’s working 

here. 

And first time through is always going to be a challenge, but I think the result is an 

improved presentation, you know, you were able to figure out what works better for you, 

and that’s the important thing, and then we audit it, so I think that was a positive overall. 

We’ve brought two documents for you today. 

One is going to match the slides I think that are up on the screen. 

The other has a little bit more detail in it and I might go back and forth a little bit in 

talking, so bear with me if it seems to jump around a little bit, but I will try to minimize 

that. 

In terms of the audit, again, like I said, the audit went well, we’re on time, which to me is 

always a metric of whether things went well or not, if we can meet deadlines, and as you 
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know you do have very tight deadlines here as imposed by the state, everything’s got to 

be issued and out the door in 90 days, so we will collectively be meeting that. 

The first thing I want to talk about is what we call our required communications. 

So no need to - - you can look at the document that I have here open. 

And there’s a letter in the other packet that is the exact same thing, but we do it in letter 

format and kind of PowerPoint format just to go through. 

So as a profession, we’re required at the end of every audit to communicate certain 

things to you, and I’ll just walk through those quickly, but before I get into the detail, I’ll 

just tell you that there’s nothing in these required communications that should cause 

anybody any concern, it’s very standard, it’s exactly what we would expect to 

communicate to you at the end of the audit process. 

And first and foremost, we anticipate issuing what we call an unmodified opinion on the 

financial statements. 

That says that your financial statements are presented fairly in accordance with 

generally accepted accounting principles. 

It tells you that we performed our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing 

standards as well as government auditing standards, which are required due to the 

significant amount of federal funds and state funds that you receive. 

So clean opinion, a good opinion, the one you want, that’s the good news. 

As Scott talked a little bit about, the footnotes, there were no new accounting policies 

adopted by the Authority and nothing changed in terms of the application. 

The only change, as Scott mentioned a couple times, is the presentation of the financial 

statements; now rather than having at the front of the statements all the details, all the 

entities, that’s at the back now. 
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It really didn’t change in terms of our audit, it didn’t really change our process, we still 

audited all the entities, so for those of you that are representing other of the entities, I 

think that’s important for you to know; it just changes the wording of our opinion a little 

bit. 

The third bullet there, no transactions that you entered into where there was any lack of 

guidance or anything that was difficult from an accounting perspective, everything was 

pretty straightforward, pretty standard. 

We are required to talk about estimates; the financial statements do include certain 

estimates and some of the more significant ones are set forth here: the OPEB liability, as 

you know, that’s actuarially determined. 

You’re in a cycle where you’re getting that actuary report for the OPEB liability every 

other year, this is an off year that you’re in, so you’ll have that done again next year and 

that’ll be updated for the actuarial report, but it does result in a liability this year of almost 

$34 million, so significant liability. 

You have set aside some reserves for Workers’ Comp and general liabilities claims to 

the tune of about four and a half million dollars, again, a significant estimate, but the 

concept of putting funds aside for that is certainly appropriate and a great thing to do, 

and a lot of organizations don’t have the ability or the strength in their balance sheet to 

do that. 

You’ve got a liability recorded for soil remediation, environmental type things with $1.4 

million and that’s updated every year, you can go through and look at all the different 

situations that you have in terms of environmental issues and come up with an 

engineering-based estimate of what it’s going to take to cover that in the future when you 
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do have to do that, and some of it’s shorter term, some of it’s longer term, and this is 

where you are at with that right now. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Kristin, with the OPEB liability I know that we increase 

that liability a certain amount every year, [Right.] ultimately we get to the grand total, 

[Right.]. 

Right now, what do the actuaries say that the total liability is and how many more years 

we got to be adding onto it? 

KRISTIN CLARK: I’m going to reach over, and I can find it if I - - I apologize, I didn’t – I 

got it right here. 

MALE SPEAKER: The total actuarial - -  

KRISTIN CLARK: Sixty? 

MALE SPEAKER: Yeah, we’ve accrued 33 point - - 

MALE SPEAKER: And how many more years will we be adding onto that? 

SCOTT ADAIR: At the pace right now, at about four and a half million dollars a year, it’s 

probably in the neighborhood of six more years - -. 

KRISTIN CLARK: And it goes up and down, you know, every year - - there’s payments 

in, payments out, whoever is – 

SCOTT ADAIR: Correct. 

KRISTIN CLARK: - taking benefits. 

JONATHAN MILLER: When you first began amortizing the full liability, you had a 

different plan, so your actuarial starting figure was much higher. 

MALE SPEAKER: Yeah, it was about - - 

JONATHAN MILLER: And since that’s kind of calmed back down, [Right.] it’s continued. 
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COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Yeah, I’m just wondering how much more we got to - - 

to. 

KRISTIN CLARK: Right. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: So we got about another $30 million that’s going to 

eventually be added on to the balance sheet. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Which will be adjusted - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: It will go up and down. 

And then of course once we get to the end of the road and recognize - - that figure is 

going to start to fluctuate as opposed to just going up like it is right now. 

KRISTIN CLARK: Right. 

MALE SPEAKER: Right. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Thank you. 

KRISTIN CLARK: And as part of our audit process, we look at the estimates and we do 

audit them. 

They’re a little harder to audit because they’re not, you know, tied to actual cash in and 

out or purchases of tangible goods, but we do spend a significant amount of time 

auditing those as well to make sure that they’re as good an estimate as you can have. 

No significant difficulties encountered in performing the audit. 

We spend collectively a lot of time upfront planning for the audit, we work throughout the 

year to make sure that things are on track, we deal with questions as they come up, 

collectively, so that there’s not any significant issues because of the tight turnaround, we 

want to make sure everything keeps moving along. 

And also it’s a goal for all of us to minimize any audit adjustments that would show at the 

end of the year. 
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It’s very important as Board members that you know that the numbers that you’re seeing 

on an ongoing basis are correct, and are not going to change at the end of the year, and 

that is absolutely the case here, we did not have any audit adjustments. 

There were two what we call “past adjustments” that I’ll talk about, and these are items 

that we determine during the course of the audit that could be made as adjustments but 

that management has decided to pass on because they don’t significantly impact the 

financial statements and it’s up to us as auditors to agree to that assessment and we do 

agree with that assessment in these two cases. 

One, if you’ve been around and hearing this presentation for year after year after year, 

you have the same one that we always have which is related to paid time off. 

There is a philosophical difference between management’s assessment of the liability for 

paid time off and GAPS, the [PH] General Accepted Accounting Principles’ assessment 

of paid time off, and what you do here is calculate what you, based on your history and 

based on what you know to be true, what sort of liability you need for paid time off at the 

end of the year, how much time are people going to take and what are you going to end 

up paying. 

The accounting literature indicates that you have to record fully the liability for all paid 

time off that people have earned. 

What you find historically is that people don’t always take all their PTO, so as the 

Authority you don’t end up paying all that out, and so there’s that difference there. 

That was about $200,000 this year, spread over all the ten entities, so entity by entity in 

this document – I won’t flip to it now – but there’s a schedule by entity of that, of how that 

two hundred spreads, and it’s not significant in any of the situations, it would not change 

the financial position materially. 
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The next item is related to OPEB. 

As I said, you’re on an every other year schedule for getting an actuarial evaluation and 

in the in between years the actuary provides you with an estimate of what the liability 

would be. 

You [PH] recorded that estimate, but then you got a new and updated calculation based 

on actual cash payments – you know, we talk about the ins and the outs for OPEB, the 

benefit payments that you make, the cash that you put into the plan, and the actuary 

said that you could actually have recorded about $650,000 less of a liability at the end of 

the year. 

He chose not to do that. 

I mean, as you said, Mike, the liability is going to keep going up and up, so it didn’t really 

make sense to reduce that liability. 

It would have added to your bottom line positively but, you know, it was just a timing 

thing and we agreed that it was not a necessary adjustment to make. 

Next year when you get the new evaluation, you’ll have a significant adjustment probably 

to that liability, to match it up. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: Before you jump ahead, the $204,000 - $205,000, that’s on a 

base of what? 

KRISTIN CLARK: I think if I’m remembering correctly, you [PH] record about 85% of the 

total, so it would be – that’s the 15% that’s not being [PH] recorded. 

SCOTT ADAIR: - - were all salaries - - worry about - - 

KRISTIN CLARK: Yeah, so it’s on that but the PTO - - would be $200,000 higher than 

what gets [SOUNDS LIKE] booked, at 85 – that’s right, 85, about 85%? 

PAUL BATTAGLIA: And that’s based on what actually gets paid out, you said? 
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KRISTIN CLARK: Right, right. 

PAUL BATTAGLIA: Historically what gets paid out. 

KRISTIN CLARK: Right. 

And it all started back when you switched from sick and vacation and personal time and 

all that, switched to a PTO plan, under PTO policies it doesn’t differentiate between the 

type of time off and the accounting standards that you have to book the whole thing. 

PAUL BATTAGLIA: So what’s their policy? 

Why wouldn’t it all get paid out? 

Did some of it get lost? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Some of it gets lost, so what we’ve attempted to do is try to figure out 

from a historical perspective what actually gets paid, and reduced our accrual based on 

that. 

PAUL BATTAGLIA: Okay. 

KRISTIN CLARK: So on that basis, these two entries go in opposite directions and be 

about $451,000 of increase to your bottom line if you - - those entries. 

We had [SOUNDS LIKE] no disagreements with management financial accounting or - - 

or anything like that. 

We are required to tell you whether or not we know that management has consulted with 

other accounting firms or other accountants if they didn’t like our opinion or our position 

on something, and we’re not aware that that has happened, and all of our conversations 

were in the normal course of our relationship and not contingent on you hiring us or 

retaining us as your auditors. 

With that, I’m going to turn it over to Jon, unless there’s any questions at this point. 
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He’s going to walk you through the management letter and a couple of the other ancillary 

projects that we’ve - -. 

JONATHAN MILLER: So the management letter is on tab 3 of this document. 

I know Scott also forwarded that out beforehand electronically. 

What we are pleased to report is that, as far as our audit procedures, we did not note 

any material weaknesses in internal control, and also as you’ll see on tab 3, we do not 

have any even deficiencies in the internal control - - to communicate to the Audit 

Committee and the Investment and Finance Committee. 

And that’s no small feat. 

Scott’s already talked about the significant investments in infrastructure that you have 

going on, as well as the implementation of the new financial and accounting software. 

In just Scott’s first full year as CFO, you have all that going on and all this pressure, and 

then behind the scenes, the internal control did not lack. 

So the one point we do have, we classify that as an other consideration for management 

or “for your information” and what it relates to is that there are laptops, and as part of the 

Authority’s normal replacement cycle, these laptops aren’t encrypted, as the Authority 

goes through the replacement cycle, they’ll replace them with full encrypted laptops, and 

also it’s important to note, with those laptops that are unencrypted, those aren’t being 

used by senior management, more or less middle management, so when you think 

about the sensitivity of the data that could be on [SOUNDS LIKE] encrypted laptops. 

The other point, as you’ll see on tab 3, is the second point, the prior year 

recommendations, you know, those that have sat here and gone through the 

presentation and read the - - previous years, has had a few [SOUNDS LIKE] comments 
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related to the information technology environment, and what we’re pleased to report is 

that management and the Authority is addressing those concerns. 

They’ve either been remediated or they’re in process of being remediated. 

Once again, with all the other items going on, they’re still addressing that and if you think 

about the Authority and how heavy they rely on information technology, to essentially 

see only a point about just encryption and just getting those laptops encrypted, they’ll let 

you know that, you know, you have a secure and safe information technology 

environment. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Jon, if I remember correctly, the password security 

policy, that was in at least for, I know last year, but I think it was in previous years as 

well. 

What’s going on with that? 

JONATHAN MILLER: When it relates to the password security policy, first, the one 

related to [PH] Ramco, obviously you’re no longer going to be using Ramco soon so that 

one’s gone. 

As it relates to [PH] Highline, that’s more or less of a bender issue and you know, 

information technology and management is assessing, you know, how do we want to 

utilize HIGHLINE and how can we address that? 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: So is this a different nuance of the password issued 

from previous years, or is it really an ongoing problem that hasn’t been settled? 

JONATHAN MILLER: It’s ongoing and it’s in process of being settled. 

We’ll say, you know, from our conversation with management, it’s being addressed but, 

you know, as you can see, they’ve addressed three things, there’s only so much on the 

plate, they’re well aware of it and they’re looking into it. 
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SCOTT ADAIR: And I think just from your perspective, we’ve gone through this process 

with the financial system conversion. 

We’ve had a lot of ongoing conversations with Highline about this password issue, since 

it the one piece that still remains, and I would anticipate that by the, I think, October, 

November Audit Committee meeting, we’ll be able to report back this issue’s been fixed. 

We’ve had some rather lengthy conversations about Highline about some of the other 

things inside of the program itself as to things we’d like to see improved upon, especially 

with the interfaces in between Highline and our new financial software system that we’ve 

been working towards, and so this is sort of that thing that’s kind of like drifted on us a 

little bit, and we anticipate that we’ll be able to report positively in the next Audit 

Committee meeting - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay. 

So this is just related to overall passwords or for the financial management system 

aspect of passwords? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Overall. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Overall passwords. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: - - 

SCOTT ADAIR: My understanding of it is, is there’s no necessity as far as - - frequency 

of updating your password. 

So you establish a password – when I joined the Authority I established a password 

regarding Highline and I’ve never been asked to update that password. 
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So in the 18 months that I’ve been here at this point in time, normal software systems 

today environment, I would say it’s 6 months or a year at best that you wind up having to 

change your password - - yeah. 

MALE SPEAKER: Every 90 days. 

SCOTT ADAIR: That’s the process that we’re working towards, making sure the 

system’s capable of handling that type of an update and just - - on here. 

- - It’s one of those things that I guess from my perspective - - have not been able to 

accomplish this particular piece of it at this point in time but we will get it done. 

I will say that with everything else that’s been going it was one of those things that sort of 

slipped through the cracks. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: And the last one there – the powerful user activity 

monitoring. 

I can’t remember, was that on before? 

JONATHAN MILLER: I would it in process. 

As you know, as Scott has cited, with a lot of the other things going on, essentially what 

you have is behind the scenes there’s certain individuals in the information technology 

environment who just say “I have to have access into Highline just to see what’s going 

on” and really, the remediation is looking at the behind the scenes, is how can you limit 

that individual’s access? 

You know, through our discussions with your director in information technology, Scott 

and [PH] Chris, it’s just one of those – they looked at it, they said “this is how we can 

address is but here’s some of the other things that we have going on right now, but we 

do have a plan [SOUNDS LIKE] in place to address this.” 
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SCOTT ADAIR: And I think more specifically on that particular one, RAMCO was the big 

issue as far the people’s ability to access a lot of information. 

In going through this redesign and now setting up security rights for individuals based on 

job descriptions, we’ve really scaled that down. 

Again, with the system just going in place, there was no way to report back to the 

auditors that we had cleaned a major component of this up during this past year, but we 

hope that by the issuance of this letter next year, you’ll see that that’s been corrected as 

well to their satisfaction. 

I think the predominant concern here was in the financial software package, [Yeah.] 

where it was very loose, as far as the Authority - - system. 

CHAIRMAN CARL: And what’s the definition of a powerful user? 

That’s someone with administrative background? 

JONATHAN MILLER: They have administrative ability - - I’m trying to think of an 

example. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Chris may be a powerful user in some of the - - and he’s had access to 

everything basically in the past - - exactly. 

So there may be things inside of purchasing that Chris shouldn’t be doing and now the 

new system limits his ability based on a second level of review, regarding that. 

I will point out to folks, I mean, even though the security had not been in place in the 

prior year, we’ve not had any issues surrounding anything that the auditors have noted 

regarding,  you know, somebody surpassing their authority inside of the agency from any 

other controls that we have in place. 

But our controls inside the black box were not necessarily maybe tagged to the right 

person from that perspective. 
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CHAIRMAN CARL: Wait a second, so Chris had access to purchasing and would be 

$30 million buses? 

A coincidence? 

I don’t know. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Two of them are in his driveway but we’re not - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: No, I mean, it’s a great management letter. 

I mean, this is just kind of dusty things - - these are not - - 

MALE SPEAKER: These are dust. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Yeah, this is not a major problem, so we still get to ask 

questions about it, especially since it’s been on for a couple of years now. 

MALE SPEAKER: Absolutely. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: So hopefully we’ll get those cleaned up. 

JONATHAN MILLER: And you know, it’s a journey, not a destination. 

The top three that you did complete were really our bigger concerns last year as they 

related to the [SOUNDS LIKE] user right and the segregation of duties, and I mean, 

that’s really what we’re more pleased - - complete, here’s the three in process, - - looked 

at and there’s a process to implement that and address that. 

If there’s no questions on the management letter, I briefly wanted to give an update on 

the audit of federal awards as we talked about, you know, the Downtown Transit Center 

and the buses, the rolling stock, that’s essentially purchased through federal awards, 

and you also used federal awards to subsidize certain pieces of your operations. 

The actual single audit report is not part of the package today but we have completed 

our true audit procedures, and the audit procedures look at the internal control in the 

compliance activities as well as the compliance activities, so when I think about the 
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Authority, it’s a very complex and diverse set of compliance requirements, so some 

cases you have, you know, this is how the rolling stock has to be – compliance 

requirements for the rolling stock, here’s required compliances to preventive 

maintenance. 

It’s very diverse, and the fact that we fully expect to report on is that we’re not going to 

have any findings, whether it’s an internal control over compliance or just compliance, 

and that,  you know, similar to the management letter, that’s not only great for finance 

and accounting but the Authority as a whole, the procurement department and the 

operations and leadership, just to say, you know, just the identification of the client’s 

requirements, the actual implementation, the monitoring and [PH] reporting, and to say 

you had over this year, I believe, $55 million in federal awards to have essentially 

[SOUNDS LIKE] clean reported it, is something that should be commended, so I wanted 

to bring that to your attention. 

Next I’m going to go to Part C and also that’s going to be tabbed on page 4. 

As you’re aware, we do do procedures over the incentive plan. 

They’re agreed-upon procedures, but what agreed upon procedures means is the 

AICPA says, here’s a set of procedures you agree to, that management and the Board 

of Commissioners has said, we’re going to hire you to perform these specific procedures 

as it relates to the incentive plan. 

You provide us the procedures, we carry them out and report to you. 

As part of the procedures we perform, we assess the administration of the plan, we look 

at the plan documents, we also talk with key senior personnel, how the plan is operated, 

is it operated in conjunction with the plan documents, and then we test 20 actual 

transactions and we say, did you follow the plan documents, did you say you were going 
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to do what you’re supposed to do, and we’re very pleased to report that we also did not 

have any findings as it relates to the agreed-upon procedures we performed. 

Are there any questions on that? 

All right, then lastly, one of the ancillary items we performed for the Authority is required 

by the state. 

They require the state to get the auditors to issue an opinion on the investment 

compliance, so essentially what we do is we perform procedures to ensure that the 

Authority has complied with their own investment policies. 

Also, those investment policies are required to be in compliance with state requirements, 

so we come in, we review investment transactions, we look at committee minutes, we 

look at how the investments are operating and how the decisions are arrived at, and we 

did not have any findings as related to those procedures. 

So I think, you know, I’ve been talking for the last 10 minutes a lot about internal controls 

and the fact that - - consistent messages, there’s been no findings, you know, nothing of 

significant, you know, that’s a very strong takeaway that you can rely on the internal 

controls at the Authority. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, any questions? 

PAUL BATTAGLIA: So we can conclude from this that Scott was telling the truth when 

he told us he really knew what he was doing? 

KRISTIN CLARK: He does now. 

MALE SPEAKER: He does now - -. 

SCOTT ADAIR: - - and maybe a couple others around me at this particular point in time 

that may have been about the [SOUNDS LIKE] death of that as well, but we got through 

it. 
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MALE SPEAKER: Good. 

SCOTT ADAIR: So at this point, I guess what I would offer to both of the committees is 

the opportunity to go into Executive Session - - necessary with the audit. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Well, I have a couple of other questions on the 

statements - - just a little more detail, because I want to see if they were covered, but it’s 

just a couple questions on the footnotes. 

On the second footnote with the accounts receivable, Kristin was mentioning that we 

wrote an error, we put $242,000 – what kind of receivables that we got that we do not ha 

– or that are written off or would need to be written off? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Generally speaking, what we do each year is we go through and look at 

each individual receivable regarding the potential collectability of that, and we’ve noted 

some late payers as far as our trade accounts receivable goes that we’ve set up a 

potential liability for if we’re not able to collect them. 

It’s just kind of being conservative in our estimates as far as – 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: What kind of entity for [SOUNDS LIKE] late pairs you 

talking about, grants that don’t come through? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Not grants. 

This would be trade receivables so it would be the general population as far as the 

public concerned.  

It would be customer stuff, it would be anything that we’re doing operationally regarding 

billing particular customers of ours, that kind of thing, so nothing, no grants are – 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Yeah, I mean, it’s not a huge amount of money. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Correct, and it was sort of a conservative estimate as to what we 

thought from the balance of our total - -. 
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KRISTIN CLARK: Yeah, and it doesn’t indicate - - getting - -. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Yeah, yeah, absolutely. 

KRISTIN CLARK: Still going to go for it, and try to collect off of it. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, now another piece of it was in number 7, we 

were talking about, under the discussion of the various pension plans and I know we’ve 

talked about it in detail before, but just refreshing my memory, are the Authority’s 

pension plans, they’re comparable to what the state’s offering right now? 

I can’t remember if we’re still doing better than they were. 

SCOTT ADAIR: We’re slightly better. 

We continue to look at each of the plans, each of the individual plans that the Authority 

has, as far as the ability revamp them, I’ll call it, realizing that both of the union plans are 

subject to contract negotiations, so that’s something that - - we’ll be going through at that 

point in time and we continue to, I’ll just say, kick the tires on the [SOUNDS LIKE] 98 

plans - - to make sure that we’re in line with what others - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Yeah, hopefully at some point we’ll be able to – I 

mean, we certainly don’t want to be better, I mean, I think comparable would be – 

obviously of course with the restrictions we have on contract time limits and that kind of 

stuff. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Definitely - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, let me see if I’ve got anything else. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: What’s the current multiplier on the pensions? 

Is it like 1.8 still? 

SCOTT ADAIR: 1.75 I think. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: Okay. 
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Bill confirmed it so I’m going to go with 1.75. 

Okay, and you’re vested after 24 months? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Vesting period is 24 months. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, one last one I’ve got is down on 14 with the soil 

remediation, with our estimated liability on that, are we anticipating – do you think that 

there’s going to be more money that we’re anticipating there, or we’ve pretty much got 

that on the books now or at least everything we’re aware of? 

SCOTT ADAIR: You know, for everything that we’re aware of, there’s stuff on the books 

for at this point in time. 

What we did was we really, I’ll say we kicked the tire pretty hard on this, with all the 

activity that we have going on as far as digging into the ground right now, and said, you 

know, we’d better be prepared, and we had folks from the Engineering Department work 

with us on coming up with what those estimates were, then working with outside 

consultants to try and figure out what the potential possibilities are. 

My gut is that this liability is, I’d like to say, knock on wood, that this liability is as high as 

you’ll see it and it will come down as we start to explore more in some of the new areas 

that we’re in, as far as what’s under the ground, but there’s always that potential that it 

could go up if we do find something that we’re not anticipating at this point in time. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: That’s all the questions that I had. 

Has anybody got any other questions on the statements? 

MALE SPEAKER: Thought I had read pretty closely but - -. 

COMMISSIONER PRYOR: I have one question, not on the statement, this is an easy 

question about the review of the incentive plan. 

Did you look at the calculation of the metrics of any of the measures that are used? 
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I assume you did not, you just looked at – 

JONATHAN MILLER: We did not, as that was not a specific procedure this year. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: But what you looked at was, with the incentives, was that what 

was being [SOUNDS LIKE] tasked was being delivered. 

JONATHAN MILLER: Mm, hmm. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: So that if somebody had to do X, Y and Z, they actually did X, 

Y and Z. 

JONATHAN MILLER: Yes, and also that X, Y and Z had appropriate approvals as well. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: Okay, and was measurable? 

JONATHAN MILLER: Mm, hmm, correct. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: Okay, okay. 

MALE SPEAKER: Sounds good. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, before we go to Executive Session, I just 

wanted to say real quickly for myself, this is a really great audit report, for Scott and Bill 

and the whole management team. 

I mean, it hit most of my requirements which is - - we finished in the black. 

And number 2, our fund balance is still in great shape, that we did not rely on the fund 

balance for operations. 

Those are two really big pillars and I think that makes for a very solid results for the end 

of 13-14, so that’s a really great job, guys. 

SCOTT ADAIR: And I would just like to thank Chris for his dedicated effort with him and 

his team to get not only through the financial software system that we got up and running 

during this same exact time period as to crunch, focus, getting that up and operating as 
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well as getting these statements pulled together and getting the information pulled 

together from these statements. 

Then also, I mean, the audit team from that perspective and bearing with us as we went 

through our first year of doing these on our own. 

Sure, there were time deadlines that were not met on our end that they certainly picked 

up the slack from their end and made sure that we continued to meet the pace of this 

particular Audit Committee meeting, which certainly is a challenge, from our perspective. 

PAUL BATTAGLIA: I’d just like to add, though, or maybe clarify, that the important part 

is that the operation finished in the black, so the financial statements just report what 

happens so - - it isn’t the financial statements that did it, it was the operations that did it, I 

hope anyway - - that’s my - - yes. 

CHAIRMAN CARL: I was wondering why he winked - -. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Chris and I would like to think that we make these numbers. 

MALE SPEAKER: We focus – 

SCOTT ADAIR: But, yeah, I’ll say - - 

MALE SPEAKER: It was their control that guided operations. 

PAUL BATTAGLIA: - - I get that. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: I’m focused. 

So okay, great. 

Thank you everybody, I guess we’re going to go into Executive Session for a few 

minutes. 

PAUL BATTAGLIA: When do you approve these, now, or - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: We should probably approve them after - -. 

SCOTT ADAIR: After Executive Session, yeah. 
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COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: After the Executive Session. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Approve them all in a block - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay. 

CHAIRMAN REDMOND: I’ll make the motion to go into Executive Session for the two 

committees. 

MALE SPEAKER: Second. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: All in favor? 

(Chorus of Ayes] 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Great, thank you, guys. 

[BREAK FOR EXECUTIVE SESSION] 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, thank you very much, everybody. 

We are back in full open session. 

We have a motion to accept the financial statements and reports as they were 

presented, and recommended to the full Board for approval. 

Steve, Henry. 

Second from Henry. 

Any discussion? 

All in favor? 

(Chorus of Ayes) 

Nays? 

Approved. 

Okay, does anyone have anything else or can we go ahead and adjourn. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Just one last thing. 
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I just wanted to update everybody from the Commissioner side of the table, you know, 

we noted the subsequent event footnote in here about Ontario County. 

We’re currently on conversations with State DOT regarding some of the financial 

wranglings that we’re going through to make sure that we have all those things in place 

and we will have everything to you as part of the joint services agreement for approval at 

the next Board meeting, but continuing discussions with both Ontario County and State 

DOT to make sure that they flow of funds is working appropriately and that everybody’s 

safeguarded against any potential impact that they may have as part of that process. 

MALE SPEAKER: How about multiyear projections, Scott? 

SCOTT ADAIR: Multiyear projections – we’ve started down that road. 

It’s a little bit difficult because of some of the unknowns that we have right now but 

certainly we’ll have something to present everybody from a multiyear. 

May not be at the July 10th Board meeting but shortly thereafter at a future Board 

meeting - -. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Yeah, we’ll have it for the retreat though. 

SCOTT ADAIR: Yes, absolutely. 

I would think that would be the big milestone. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, has anyone got anything else? 

If not, motion to adjourn? 

MALE SPEAKER: So moved. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Second? 

MALE SPEAKER: We’re going to adjourn our meeting. 

COMMISSIONER JANKOWSKI: Okay, you take your turn - - or you could call for the 

second - -. 
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Okay, all in favor? 

(Chorus of Ayes) 

Nays? 

There we go. 

Thank you everybody. 

[END VIDEO] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


